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COHOMOLOGY EQUATIONS AND COMMUTATORS OF GERMS

OF CONTACT DIFFEOMORPHISMS

AUGUSTIN BANYAGA, RAFAEL DE LA LLAVE AND C. EUGENE WAYNE

Abstract. We study the group of germs of contact diffeomorphisms at a fixed

point. We prove that the abelianization of this group is isomorphic to the multi-

plicative group of real positive numbers. The principal ingredient in this proof

is a version of the Sternberg linearization theorem in which the conjugating

diffeomorphism preserves the contact structure.

1. Introduction

In this section, we fix some notations, state the main result, and outline its

proof.

The group Gn of germs at 0 e R" of C°° diffeomorphisms of R" , fixing

0, has been studied extensively: let us mention among others the well-known

papers by Steinberg [St, St2], or Takens [T]. The problems considered there were

to find normal forms for these germs. The theory of foliations has motivated

further studies of the algebraic properties of groups of germs. (See for instance

Sergeraert [S].) Indeed, an important notion in the theory of foliations is the

notion of holonomy of a leaf F of a codimension « foliation 77 at x0 e F :

this is a group homomorphism H: nx(F , x0) —► Gn , which, in a sense, describes

the behaviour of the foliation near F , via various stability theorems [L]. If one

considers foliations with an additional transverse structure, such as a transverse

volume form, a transverse symplectic form or a transverse contact structure,

one has to consider the group of germs at 0 e R" of C°° diffeomorphisms of

R" , fixing 0, and preserving the corresponding structure.

The purpose of this paper is to prove an algebraic property of a group of

germs at 0 e R2n+I of C°° diffeomorphisms of R2"+1, fixing 0, and preserving

the natural contact structure co = xx dyx +x2dy2 H-^x„dyn +dz of R2n+1 . As

it is well known, this is no restriction because the Darboux theorem guarantees

that in the neighborhood of a point we can always find coordinates in which a

contact form has the canonical expression considered here.

Let Diff~(R2"+1 ,co,0) be the group of all C°° diffeomorphism h: R2n+X -►

R "+   such that /z(O) = 0 and h*co = Xco, for some positive function X. Let
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Diff~(R2"+1,w,0)t be the subgroup of Diff~(R2n+x,co,0) formed by those

elements h which are isotopic to the identity through Diff^°(R2n+1 ,co,0).

(Probably, these two groups are the same: this question will be treated by one

of us elsewhere.)

Throughout this paper, we will study the group G of germs at 0 e R2"+1 of

elements of Diff7(R2"+1 ,cu ,0),.

Let Gx be the normal subgroup of G formed by those germs which are

tangent to the identity at 0, and Q = G/Gx the quotient group.

Following Lychagin [Ly], we identify the group Q with an extension by R2"

of the conformai symplectic group CSp(« , R). It follows that the abelianization

HX(Q) = Q/[Q,Q] is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of positive real

numbers R+.

Let [G,GX] be the group generated by commutators [g,«] = ghg~xh~x ,

with g G G ,h G Gx . Most of this paper is devoted to proving the following

Main Lemma (weak version).  Gx = [G ,GX].

In fact, we will prove a stronger result. For any real number X > 0, we define

the contact homothety with factor X to be the diffeomorphism cpk: R2n+X -*

R2"+X: cpA[x,y_,z) = (\/Xx,sfXy_,Xz) where x = (xx,... ,xn) ,y = (yx, ... ,

yn). Clearly, cp\co = Xco and tpx e Diff^(R2"+1 ,co ,0)t. We denote again by

cpk the germ at 0 of <px. We will prove the following

Main Lemma (strong version). Given h e Gx, sufficiently close to the germ of

the identity and any X > 1, there is an u e Gx such that h = [cp7x ,u] =

cp7  -u- cpx-u~ .

Observe that, writing / = hcpk, the lemma says that / = ucpku~x, i.e. / is

conjugate to its linear part (remember that h is tangent to the identity at the

origin), in some neighborhood of the origin, so that really our Main Lemma is

a linearization theorem.

The best known of such linearization theorems are due to Sternberg [St, St2].

These results do not apply to our situation, because the nonresonance relations

required by those theorems are violated here. The reason that our result is true

has to depend on the fact that since « is also a contact diffeomorphism, many

of the obstructions to regularity in Steinberg's theorem do not arise. Thus any

proof must use heavily the fact that h is contact. (Having said that, we believe

the result is still somewhat unexpected since cpx has more relations among its

eigenvalues than are necessary for the preservation of the contact structure.)

One other feature in which our linearization theorem differs from the versions

of Steinberg's theorem of which we are aware is that if the diffeomorphism

we are given is in C    (and k is sufficiently large) we can conclude that the
k — 1

linearization is C .It seems that the standard methods ("scattering") would

only allow us to conclude that the conjugating diffeomorphism is Ca    with
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a a constant less than one determined by the spectrum of the linearization

[Ne, p. 53]. By other methods, it seems to be possible to prove a = 1/2 for

contractions [Se]. We plan to come back to these issues in a future paper [BLW]

written specifically from the point of view of linearization theorems.

The way we exploit the contact structure is very similar to the way the sym-

plectic structure was used in [LMM]: using the canonical contact form, we trans-

late the conjugacy problem between diffeomorphisms into a cohomology equa-

tion among functions of the type

r(-^r(oi¡)=<i>(,     ie[0,i]

to be solved in Yt and where ft is a given isotopy of contact diffeomorphisms

f0 = ^ ; fx= hcpk and A , $t are functions manufactured out of ft and, hence

also given.

The solution of this equation constitutes the heart of this paper, and will be

given in §5. The Main Lemma, the fact that HX(Q) ~ R+ and standard results

on group extensions [HS], yield our main result (see the end of §2):

Theorem 1. The abelianization HX(G) of the group of germs at 0 e R "+   of

elements of Diff^R2""1"1 ,co , 0),, is isomorphic to the multiplicative group R+ .

Using the techniques of [BP and P] we obtain the following corollary of our

main theorem.

Theorem 2. The abelianization //,(Diff^(R2"+1 ,<u,0).) of

Y>iff7^(R2n+X ,co,0)t

is isomorphic to the multiplication group R+ .

The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in Appendix A.

One of the interests of a theorem like this one lies in the fact that the ho-

mology of various diffeomorphism groups plays an important role in the study

of the Haefliger classifying space via the Mather-Thurston Theory [MA]. Note

that the homology of groups of diffeomorphisms with compact support plays an

even more important role. Unfortunately the calculation of the abelianization

of the group of contact diffeomorphisms with compact support remains an open

problem.

2. Some obvious homomorphisms

Let « e Diff^°(R2"+1 ,co,0). Then h*co = Xco for some positive function

X. The correspondence h ■-> X(0) is a surjective group homomorphism

a:Diff°°(R2,!+1,u),0)^R+.

Indeed if hx,h2G Diff ~(R2"+1 ,co,0), h*co = X¡a,i=l,2, then

(hxh2)*co = h*(h*xco) = h2(Xxco) = (Xx oh2)h*2co = (Xx oh2) ■ X2co.
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Therefore

a(hxh2) = ((Xloh2)-X2)(0)=Xx(0)-X2(0).

Let X G R+, if <px: R n+ —► R n+ is the contact homothety (x,y_,z) i->

(\fXx_,\[Xy_,Xz), then a(cpx) = X. Hence a is a surjective homomorphism as

claimed.

The next obvious homomorphism D0 : Diff^°(R2"+1 , co , 0) -> GL(2« + 1 , R)

is given by taking the differential at 0 e R2n+1 of members of

Diff™(R2n+X ,co,0).

DQ is a homomorphism by the chain rule since the origin is fixed. Let Q =

D0(Diff^°(R "+  , co , 0)) be the image of the homomorphism D0 .

A description of the group Q can be found for instance in [Ly]. It goes

as follows: Let (M ,co) be a (2« + l)-dimensional manifold equipped with

a contact form co. There exists a unique vector field E on M, called the

Reeb field of co, such that i(E)co = 1 and i(E) dco = 0 ; here z'(-) denotes

the interior product. The quotient bundle H(M) = T(M)/E is called the

horizontal bundle. The tangent space TxM at x G M splits into a direct sum:

Ex®Hx(M). A C°° diffeomorphism h: M —> M is a contact diffeomorphism

if and only if it preserves H(M), i.e. T x « , the tangent map of h at x will

map HX(M) into Hh(x)M. Let x0 e M be a fixed point of h and let Ah be the

restriction of T h to //   . Let Í2    be the restriction of dco to //   . Then
X0 Xo X(¡ Xo

Í2     is a linear symplectic form (on the 2«-dimensional vector space Hr ).
Xq Xq

Since h*co = Xco we have

h (dco) = d(h co) = dXAco + Xdco.

Restricting everything to //   , we get
Xq

A*haxo = x(x0)ÇiXo

since co\u   =0. Therefore, the restriction A,  of Trh to //    is a conformai
'n.ï0 " X(¡ X(¡

symplectic transformation, with factor X(x0). Let v = w + bEXo be the image

of T h of E    where w is horizontal and b is a coefficient

(h*œ)(x0)(EXo) = co(h(x0))(TXoh)(EXo)

= co(x0)(w + bEXo) = b.

On the other hand

(h*co)(x0)(EJ = (Xœ)(x0)(EJ = X(xQ).

Therefore Drh has the following form

X(xA

xo

(Ah\ w \

\ 0   I X(xn) )
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,2n

where A*£lx = X(x0)Sl    and w e R " . Therefore Dxh is completely deter-

mined by the couple

(Ah,w)GCSp(n,R) xR'

where CSp(« ,R) is the conformai symplectic group. In fact, we have a group

extension:

0^R2"-L<2^CSp(«,R)^/

»2«where i: R    -* Q is given by

and F: ß —CSp(«,R) by

Consider the map q : Q —► R+

'«•"k m

(A \w\

[otx)
A.

Since

(A \w\

(A \a\ (B \b\ _ (AB
\b\x~) WTp) - \ 0

Ab + pa

Xp

q is an homomorphism into the multiplicative group R+ . This homomorphism

is onto since for each A e R+ , we have

VÂ/{VXI\0\

Clearly, we have the following commutative diagrams:

DifÇ(R2n+x ,co,0)   %     Q

R+

The following fact is probably well known:

Proposition 1. The abelianization HX(Q) is isomorphic to the multiplicative

group R+.

Proof. Since q: Q —» R+ is surjective, we need to verify that Kerq = [Q,Q].

But clearly [Q,Q] c Ksrq because R+ is abelian. To show that Ker# c

tÔ » Q] » we observe that an element of Ker# has the form

(A1C\

2n
where A e Sp(« ,R) (the symplectic group), C e R   . Clearly

(A \C\ _ (A\0\ (I \A~XC\
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Elements of the form (^jy-) with A e Sp(« ,R) form a group isomorphic to

Sp(« ,R). Since Sp(« ,R) is a perfect group (a classical fact [D]), (4^) is a

product of commutators of elements of the same type.
2«

Now, given any u e R    , we write

m
as a commutator. Let A be a (2« x2«)-symplectic matrix with a real eigenvalue

k and pick an eigenvector b corresponding to k, i.e. Ab = kb. Choose

pGR+ ,p^ I ,k and define

d=(-JL-)\u+(l-*)b]eR2n.

Then a direct computation shows:

We would like to thank L. Vaserstein for conversations on this section.

Consider the group G of germs at 0eR2n+1 of elements

hGDiff°?(R2n+X,co,0)t.

The homomorphisms above are defined on G and we have a commutative

diagram

G % G

a\ y q

R+

Our main result is the following:

Theorem 1. The kernel of the homomorphism a: G-» R+ is equal to [G,G], the

commutator subgroup of G, i.e. the abelianization HX(G) of G is isomorphic

to the multiplicative group R+ .

Proof of Theorem 1 (assuming the Main Lemma). Let Gx be the group of those

germs h G G which are tangent to the identity at 0 e R

Gx = KerZ>0 . Therefore, we obtain an extension

1 -» G. -* G $ Q - 1.

2n+l
By definition

This yields an exact sequence

(*) -G,/[G,, G] HAG)^HAQ)->0.

See [HS]. By the Main Lemma (weak form), GX/[GX , G] ~ 0 and by Proposition

1, HX(Q) ~ R+ . The exact sequence (*) yields HX(G) =s R+.   D
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The remainder of the paper is therefore devoted to prove the Main Lemma.

3. Some contact geometry

In this section we introduce some concepts that will play a dominant role

later such as "contact isotopies" and review the contact geometry we will need.

Some expositions of contact geometry we found useful are [G, Li, Ly2].

An isotopy of a smooth manifold M is a C°° map F : Mx I ->• M (where

/ = [0,1]) such that Vf e / ft: M -» M: ft(x) = F(x,t) is a C°° dif-
feomorphism and, moreover the mapping t -* ft is C°° when the space of

diffeomorphisms is given the natural C°° topology.

We say that F is a compactly supported isotopy if there is a compact K c M

such that F(x , t) = x , Vi e / , x e M - K. Let (M ,co) be a contact manifold,

an isotopy of M is a contact isotopy if ft is a contact diffeomorphism for

each t. An isotopy F will be also denoted by the corresponding family of

diffeomorphisms ft.
Any such isotopy determines a family of vector fields S?¡ defined by

7¡(x)=dfl/dtof-X(X)

so that ft o f~ is the time i-map of the time dependent vector field 7t. f0

and ^ determine ft by the uniqueness theorem of ODE's. The isotopy F is

compactly supported if and only if 7?t has compact support.

Let (M,co) be a contact manifold, i.e. a smooth manifold M equipped

with a contact form co. If ft is a contact isotopy, there is a smooth family of

positive functions Xt = A, such that ffco = Xt • co. Let Lx denote the Lie

derivative in the direction of a vector field X. Since

-¿t(ftco) = ft(LSrico),

LT(o = (f~x)*(Xtca), where Xt = dXJdt. Because (f~x)*co = co/(Xto f~x),

we see that LTco = ytco with yt = {(d/dt)(lnXt)} o f~l .

Let us now recall some facts discussed already in the introduction.

On any contact manifold (M, co), there exists a unique vector field Z , called

the Reeb vector field such that

i(Z)co = 1    and   i(Z)dco = 0.

Here z'(-) is the interior product operation. Any vector field parallel to Z is

called a vertical vector field. A horizontal vector field is a vector field X such

that i(X)co = 0. A 1-form a on M such that i(Z)a = 0 is called a semibasic

form. The correspondence £ k5 i(c¡) dco is an isomorphism between horizontal

vector fields and semibasic forms [Li].

Let £W(M) denote the Lie algebra of contact vector fields, i.e. those vector

fields X on M such that Lxco = Xco for some function A. Then i(X)co e

C°°(M) and the correspondence

<D: Zw(M) - C°°(M)       X h* i(X)co

is an isomorphism. See [Li].
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Given H e C°°(M), it is clear that (i(Z) dH)co-dH is a semibasic 1-form.

For H G C°°(M), the vector field & e S.a{M) such that <P(JF) = û>(«T) =

H is given by

M' = HZ + (dco)~x((i(Z)dH)co - dH).

We will call H the generator of %7. Clearly, this proves

Proposition 2. Given H e C°°(M) and if ¿F e £W(M) is the contact vector

field such that co(ß?) = H, then

W\\Cr<Kr\\H\\Cr+,,       r>\,

where the constant Kr depends only on r.

Given a contact isotopy ft with associated family of contact vector fields

&¡, we denote by Ft the family of generating functions of 77, i.e. co(S7¡) = Ft.

We also call Ft the generator of the isotopy. Clearly, we have the following

proposition.

Proposition 3. If ft is a compactly supported isotopy

K
sup

l.r tei-i.i]

<    sup
'€[-1.1]

(!)'</. %   >
< K,      sup

'   '€[-1.1] (f)'f-

and

sup
'€[-1,1] (!)>

< K,      sup
'   '€[-1,1]

(i)''.

Cr+I

forl>0,r>l

l> 1.
Çr+\

Proof. The first inequalities are obvious if one realizes that the way of con-

structing 7?t out of F is using derivatives and identifications and the way of

constructing F; out of 7Tt is just contraction of indices.

Moreover, we have seen that if f*co = Xtco, for some positive family of

functions Xt, then

(*) Lpto = ytco

r—l
where yt = (d/dt)(lnXt) o f~

Contracting with the Reeb vector field Z in both sides of (*), we see that

yt = i(Z)L9;co = Lp-i(Z)(o - i([Z ,9$a> = -i([Z ,77¡])co.

Recall that i(Z) dco = 0. Hence

0 = (i(Z) dco)(77¡) = dco(Z, 9¡) = Z ■ co(77¡) - 9¡ ■ co(Z) - co([Z, 9$.

Since co(Z) = 1, and co(7^) = F(, we get

7t—Lz{Ft)—Z.Fr
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The inequalities in the propositions then follow. Notice that then the constant

K¡ can be obtained from geometric properties of the manifold and the form

co, and hence can be chosen uniformly for all the isotopies whose support is in

a fixed compact set.

Proposition 4. Let f be a contact diffeomorphism with f*co = X^'co, and %* e

£U(M) a contact vector field with generating function H. Then ftßf is a contact

vector field with generating function (Aw  • H) o f    .

Proof. If cpt is the local 1-parameter group generated by Sft then cpt is a contact

transformation and f^ generates f°ft°f~X which is a contact transforma-

tion; therefore f^ is a contact vector field.

In general if a is a 1-form and X is a vector field, f:M—>M a diffeomor-

phism, (ftX)(x) = (Tf_l{x)f)(X(f-x(x))), hence

(i(fX)a)(x) = a(x)(lX)(x)

= a(x)((Tf_l{x)f)-X(f-X(x))

= (fa)(X(f-X(x))).

Here

i(f^)co(x) = (f*co)(^)(f-X(x))

= (Xco)(^)(f'X(x)) = X(f~x(x)) ■ H(f~x(x)),

i.e. i(ft7?)co = (X-H)of-x.   D

Remark. The same calculation holds if / is replaced by a contact isotopy ft

and 7%? is replaced by a family M?t of contact vector fields with generating

functions Ht. Then we have if ffco = Xtco

(+) i((fX¿0<o = (XrHt)of-x.

Proposition 5. For any two isotopies ft,gt, not necessary contact, let %'t,7J'l,^t

be the family of vector fields defined by ht = ft ■ g,\ft, and gt. Then %7t =
&t + (ft)*^t • V ft 'St are contact isotopies and Ht,Ft,Gt are the generating

functions of ^¡,77;,^, then Ht = Ft + (X\f) ■ Gt) o f~x.

Proof. The first part of the proposition is obtained directly by differentiations

and some manipulations. The second part is an immediate consequence of

formula (+).

By using repeatedly the previous propositions, we can derive a calculus which

translates the identities among contact isotopies into identities between gener-

ating functions. We summarize this calculus in

Proposition 6. Let f( and gt be contact isotopies, Ft and Gt their generating

functions, and cp a contact diffeomorphism.

(a) At = Ft + (X(tf)Gt) o f~x is the generating function of at = ft°gr

(b) Bt = -F o fJX)' is the generating function of bt = f~x.
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(c) Ct = FJX^ o (p is the generating function of ct = cp  xoftocp.

(d) Dt = (l/x\8))[Ft + (X^G^)] o gt is the generating function of dt = g~x o

ft°8f
(e) Et = Ft is the generating function of et = fo ¡p .

Remark. The converse of these propositions is also true: if some isotopies are

related at t = 0 as in the hypothesis of the previous proposition and their

generating functions satisfy the identities in the conclusion, the relation is true

for all tGl.

Remark. Notice also that, if the generator of an isotopy has compact support,

so do the associated vector fields and vice versa.

Hence, an isotopy ft with f0 = Id, is compactly supported if and only if the

generator has compact support.

Remark. The regularity assumptions in the previous proposition can be consid-

erably relaxed from our standing assumption that everything is C°° . (Such an

improvement will simplify matters in §5.)

We recall from standard ordinary differential equation theory that if the fam-

ily of vector fields 77¡(x) is continuous in t but C°° in x,then ft(x) solving

(d/dt)fl(x)=77l(fl(x)); f0(x) G C°° given, is C°° in x and C1 on t.
So that, if our purpose is to study regularity of the endpoints of an isotopy,

it suffices to prove continuity with respect to the variable t.

(A particularly elegant proof of this regularity statement for O.D.E.'s is [I,

R].)
Out of these remarks and the identification theorem, we can immediately

deduce

Proposition 7 [BP]. Let (M ,co) be a contact manifold, A g M a closed subset

and f a contact isotopy with f0 = Id. Then there exists a contact isotopy gt

with compact support which agrees with ft on A.

Proof. It suffices to give gt a generator which agrees with that of ft on (Jf,(A)

and has compact support.

4.  A COHOMOLOGY EQUATION

Let (M ,co) be a contact manifold and <p be a contact diffeomorphism. We

perturb cp by composing it with a contact diffeomorphism h with compact

support, close enough to the identity, i.e. we consider / = hocp and wish to see

if our perturbed system / is stable, i.e. if / is conjugate to cp within the group

of contact transformations; in other words, we seek a contact diffeomorphism

g such that

(*) g~X°fog = cp.

If we succeed, then « will be a commutator of contact diffeomorphisms since

/ = g o cp o g~x ; hence h = g o q> o g~x o tp~x . By Lychagin [Ly], there is a
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compactly supported contact isotopy ht between h and the identity. To solve

(*), we seek a contact isotopy g, ,g0 = identity, with compact support, such

that

(*') gil°ft°gt = <P

where ft = ht o q>. Clearly (*') can be rewritten as

(**) fi°g, = gl°9-

Let Ft,Gt, the families of generating functions for the isotopies ft,gt, and

respectively. Proposition 6 yields that (**) is equivalent to

Ft + (X\f)-Gt)of;x=Gr

Hence, it suffices to find a Gt satisfying

(***) Gt-(X\f)-Gt)of;x=Ft

which is a "cohomology" equation. Its solution will yield Gt, which, in turn,

determines the contact isotopy gt(g0 = id) solving (**).

An alternative strategy to solve the stability equation (*) would be to use the

classical "scattering" method [St, Ne]. We construct g by taking the limit

g(x)= lim (fn o cpn)(x).
n—KX>

The existence of this limit can be established if / and cp are tangent to

a sufficiently high order at the origin. Unfortunately the existence of such a

high order tangency is not apparent due to the complications introduced by the

contact structure. On the other hand the method of generating functions which

we use implements these constraints automatically.

To establish that g preserves the contact structure one would need to modify

the estimates to show that /"" o q>" converges in C sense. (This is harder

than showing it converges in C and that the limit is a C function.) This

difficulty is overcome in [C], work which we were not aware of until the present

paper was completed and [BLW] was underway. Even after this second problem

is cured the first remains and thus we have not attempted to use this method.

Furthermore we believe that the method used in the present paper will have

additional applications.

5. Proof of the Main Lemma (strong version)

In this section we prove the Main Lemma (strong version), that is: given

h G G, close enough to the germ of the identity and <pÀ a contact homothety,

of factor A > 1 we can find u G G, such that u~x o (h o (p) o u = cp .

Notice that such a result can be interpreted as saying that the germ hoy can

be conjugated by a contact diffeomorphism to its linear part. Hence, the result is

a linearization theorem. From this point of view, it is worth remarking that the

fact that cp is a homothety does not play any significant role and we could have
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worked with any <p whose derivative at zero is expanding and whose eigenvalues

are not "too different" in magnitude. Since the emphasis of this paper is not

normal form theory but the algebraic structure of G,, we do not give the precise

conditions.

By the remarks in the previous section, we can study the equation u~xo

(h o (p) o u = cp not among germs but rather among diffeomorphisms representing

those germs.

We can assume that h is compactly supported and we need to find u that

satisfies the equation in a neighborhood of zero.

We can furthermore assume that «(—an isotopy connecting the identity to

h—has compact support.

If we call ft = ht o q>, it suffices (even if it is, in principle, not necessary) to

find another isotopy ut satisfying ft o ut = ut o cp in a neighborhood of zero.

The advantage of attacking the problem for isotopies—which in principle

is harder—is that, as was shown previously this equation is equivalent to a

cohomology equation between families of functions.

The equation we want to study is

(5.1) Ut-(X\f)Ut)of;x=Ft

where Ft, Ut are the generating functions of the isotopy ft,ut.

Notice that, in contrast to the conjugacy equation among diffeomorphisms,

this equation is linear!

Notice that, if we consider ( 1 )—even for a fixed t—for an arbitrary function,

it could have no solution even at the level of power series. However F( is the

generating function of a contact isotopy tangent to the identity, and hence, has

extra properties, which we will establish immediately.

The rest of the section is devoted to the solution of the cohomology equation

for families that satisfy the previously established properties. We first study the

cohomology equation for fixed—but arbitrary—values of the parameter t and

show it has smooth solutions. Then, we study dependence on parameters. By

the last remark after Proposition 6, it would suffice to prove continuity. We

will, nevertheless prove C°° dependence.

Proposition 8. // ft is a contact isotopy of R2n+X and f0 = id, then the following

two statements are equivalent:

(A) f(0) = 0 and all elements of the isotopy are tangent to the identity at

zero.

(B) The generating function satisfies Ft(0) = 0 and

(5.2) Fl(x,y,z) = a(t)z2 + d>(x,y,z,t),

where all functions on the right-hand side of this last equation are C°° and the

Taylor series for O  ( at the origin ) begins with cubic terms in (x,y_,z).
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Proof. We begin by showing that (A) implies (B). Let x = (xx,... ,xn), y
2n+l

(yx,... ,yn) and (x ,y , z) e R¿n+l. Write ft as

ft(x,y,z) = (x + ix(x,y,z,t),y + l_y(x,y,z,t),z + lz(x,y,z,t)).

The fact that ^(0) = 0 and that ft is tangent to the identity at the origin

implies immediately that /a(0 ,0,0) = 0 and

(5.3) 9/(0,0,0) = 0

for a ,ß = x ,y¡ or z. (Here dr  denotes partial differentiation with respect
J J Aj

to Xj and similarly for v  and z.) Since ffco = X^co, with co = x-dy + dz

we can derive the identities

(5-4)    \J2(Xj + lXj(x,y,z))~(x,y,z)\ + ^L(x,y,z) = 0,
[j=l k J k

k = 1 ,...,« ,
and

(5.5)

^(x7+ /X;(x,^,z))--^-(x,y,z)+ n + —u,^,z)J \

zc = 1 , ... ,«.

Differentiating (5.4) with respect to xl we find

^_U,z,z)=-|X:^,/ + — (x,y_,z)y— (x,y_,z)^

+ t(SJ,kAX-(x,y,z)).^(x,y_,z).
j=\ k      I

If we now set x=y = z = 0,and use (5.3) we find (d2lz/dx,dxk)(0,0,0) = 0,

for k ,1 = I , ... ,n. If we differentiate (5.4) with respect to y¡ we obtain

(d2lz/dy,dxk)(0,0,0) = 0 for /<:,/ = 1 , ... ,«. Finally, if we differentiate

(5.4) with respect to z, we find (d2lz/dxkdz)(0,0,0) = 0. Similarly, if we

differentiate (5.5) with respect to y¡, z, we find that

d2lz   ,À „ „,       d2lz ,„  „  „     „ ,  ,      .
(Q,Q,0) = ——(0,0,0) = 0,       l,k=l,...,n.

dyfiyk dy¡dz

Note that these remarks, combined with (5.3) imply that the only possible

quadratic terms in the Taylor series of lz are proportional to z2.
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Recall now that 7Jt = dft/dtof~x and that ft (and hence f~x) is tangent to

the identity at the origin. We see that this observation, combined with (5.3) and

the results above imply that if &¡- ,77¡- ,77z are the x,y, and z-components

of 9[ then

(i) 7?t- and 9[- have Taylor series at the origin that begin with quadratic

terms.

(ii) 7TZ has a Taylor series at the origin beginning with cubic terms, except

possibly for terms proportional to z .

Recall finally that Ft = i(977)Co = x-9rr + 7Wz. Thus by (i) and (ii), the only

quadratic terms in the Taylor series of Ft at the origin are proportional to z .

This proves (B).

We now show that (B) implies (A). By the formula which expresses the con-

tact vector field &¡ in terms of Ft we see that each component of 7Ft has

a Taylor series at the origin beginning with quadratic terms or higher. Thus,

when we integrate to recover ft, all the ft 's will be tangent to the identity at

the origin.    D

We now return to the proof of the Main Lemma. We need to find a C°°

solution ut of (5.1). Recall that the function Ft in (5.1) is the generating

function of ft = ht o <p. The isotopy ht satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition

8. By part (e) of Proposition 6, the generating functions of ft and ht are equal.

Thus,

Ft(x,y_ ,z) = a(t)z + cubic terms.

Define &l(x,y,z) = a(t)z2/(l-(X°)~x). (Here A is the contact factor associ-

ated with the contact diffeomorphism cp .) Note that %7t is C°° in (x,y,z,t).

Note further that

(5.6) Ft-&t + (X\f)%)of;x ,

has a Taylor series at the origin that begins with cubic terms since ft is tangent

to the identity at the origin while the Taylor series of A,    is of the form

A;    = A + linear terms.

For convenience we cut &t off so that it has compact support. Let X\(x,y_,z)

be a C°° function that is 1 inside Bx, the ball of radius 1, 0 outside B2 and

monotonically decreasing. Set %7t = xx$t. (We specify the radius of B2 below.)

Let ut be the isotopy with generating function 1¿t and u0 = id. Note

that by Proposition 8 ut is tangent to the identity at the origin. Now set

r = u~t ' o ft o ut. We see that r0 = cp and more importantly its generating

function (by Proposition 6) is

/?' = ¿)[ir'-^ + (Al/)^)°^I]OM"
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which by (5.6) has a Taylor series at the origin that begins with cubic terms.

Note that this fact, combined with the estimate on the vector field in terms of

the generating function following Proposition 2, and standard estimates on the

solution of differential equations in terms of the associated vector fields implies

that for any Ô > 0 we can choose p > 0 such that

(5.7) sup \\r -p\\B <3   and     sup \\D(r - cp)\\B <S,
'€[0,1] " '€[0,1] "

where D represents differentiation with respect to x¡y,z. We now choose ô

small enough that (l+S)    <X   and fix p accordingly.

To show ht can be written as a commutator it will suffice to find an isotopy

gt conjugating rt to cp , i.e. cp = g~ ° rt o gt. The existence of gt will follow

from the existence of a smooth generating function Gt satisfying

(5.8) Rt-Gt + (X(;]Gt)or;X=0.

We first show how one can solve the simpler equation

(5.9) Rt-Gt + X°Gtor;x =0,

where Rt is no longer necessarily the generating function of rt, but is still a

C°° function whose Taylor series at the origin begins with cubic terms. We

then indicate how to reduce (5.8) to (5.9).

Note that if the Taylor series of F( contained terms of the form x¡ v •, x(Xj,

or y.y., it would not be possible to eliminate them from the cohomology equa-

tion.

Lemma 5.1. Let r be a C°° mapping Rn+ —► R "+ leaving the origin fixed.

Assume also that r is close to a contact homothety cp of factor X > 1 in the

sense that \\r - tp\\c¡,B , < ô, where B¡. is a ball around the origin of radius Ç

and S is small enough so that (1 + ô)26 < X.
If R is a C°° function, such that the Taylor expansion at the origin begins

with cubic terms, then, the function

N

(5.10) G(x,y,z) = Jim r^VUj.z))
k=0

converges uniformly in B^, is C°° there and, restricted to this ball, is a solu-

tion of R - G + XG o r~~ = 0. Moreover, if Rt, r( are continuous families of

functions satisfying the hypothesis of the lemma, the corresponding Gt 's depend

continuously on t.

Proof of Lemma 5.1. The proof consists in showing that

(5.11) ^pV'Äor-'llco^oo

for m > 0.

\0>(Bi)
/c=0
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Then, by Weierstrass, M test, the limit exists and is C°° . It is also easy to

check that it satisfies the functional equation obtained in the lemma.

Defining G[N] = 2Zk=0XkR o r~k we have

R GlN] + XGlN]rx X{N+X]Ror-{N+x).

The functional equation is recovered by taking the limit N —» oo .

The continuous dependence on parameters follows from the observation that

the bounds we obtain for each one of the terms in the series are going to be

uniform when Rf, rt move in a small neighborhood. If we consider the terms

in the sum defining Gt as functions of /, the series will converge uniformly.

The uniform convergence will be consequence of the following lemmas. No-

tice also that, a more careful reading of our lemmas would also allow us to

derive bounds for ||G||ct in terms of \\R\\ck. This would be important for

other strategies of proof. (See the remark at the end of this section.)

Lemma 5.2. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1, we have

\\Dmr-k\\CHBÔ<Cm(l+ô)kX(m-k)l2km

and the constants Cm are independent of k and can be picked uniformly for r

in a Cm(Br) ball.

Lemma 5.3. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1

\\Ror-k\\CO{B¡)<K0(l+ofx-ik/2,

\\DRor-k\\CO{Bc)<Kx(l+sfx-k,

\\D2Ror-k\\CO{Bà<K2(I+sfx~kJZ,

-k.
<k_ m > 3,\\D   Ror     IIC0(A{)

where the constants Km are again independent of k and can be picked uniformly

when r ranges in a sufficiently small ball in Cm(B/.).

Once we have Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3—whose proof we will postpone—

we can easily prove Lemma 5.1.

Notice that the absolute convergence (5.10) when m = 0 is an immediate

consequence of the first part of Lemma 5.3. This guarantees G is continuous.

Then, it suffices to prove it for m large.

Using Faa-di Bruno's formula [AR] we have for m > 1

\\XkDm(Ror~k)
lC°(fic)

= A" E   E   «
9 = 1     '|-'í>1

I'H-H„=m

(D"R)or k(DUr k) (Diqr k)

c°(Bc)

where the o 's are computable numbers, whose exact value does not matter now.
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Now, we use Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 to bound all terms in the sum in q .

If q > 3, using the last part of Lemma 5.3 we can bound

Ja    —k,¿2     <V .,(DqR) o r-*(Z>" O--. (Z>*r
«j   •'«> 1

ii+-..+ii=/n C°(BC)

< y     <7.    . K C     -C (1 +¿)*'»A-(*'»+'»)/2fc'-.+-+'.
Z—( ii--/,    «    ii <9V '

Í, •••(,> 1

I'lH-\-iq=m

Using (1 + 5) < A1'24 we can bound this expression by

KmX-k{m/2-l/24)km <KmX~k5/4km

where Km is obtainable out of the o 's, Â_,c, • • • cm and, hence, independent

of k and uniform in r in a Cm(BA neighborhood.

If q = 2 ,1 ,0 we can obtain similar bounds. Summing them all up we obtain

\\XkDmRor-k\\CO(BÔ<XkKmX-^km

which indeed can be summed uniformly in k . This finishes the proof of Lemma

5.1.

Now we prove Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3.

Lemma 5.3 is almost immediate if we recall that the Taylor series for R at

the origin begins with cubic terms.

Notice that the assumption of the lemma imply that

\\r-\x,y_,z)\\<^-^\\(x,y_,z)\\

for (x,y,z) G Bç .

The proof of Lemma 5.2 is slightly more involved and depends on the fol-

lowing counting argument.

Lemma 5.4. If m > 1 ,Dmr~ (x,y_,z) is an expression involving T(m,k)

terms, each with at most F(m ,k) factors. Each factor is of the form

(Dlr~x)° r~j   for 1 < / < m , 0 </< k - 1.

Furthermore, in each term there are at least (k - m) factors of the form

Y>r~ (x ,y[ ,z) for some (x ,y ,z) G Br, and at most m factors that are

not of this form. Finally, F(m ,k) < k • m and T(m , k) < m\km .

Proof. For m = 1,

k-\

D(r-k(x,y,z))=Y[(Drx)or-J(x,y,z),

7=0
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and the conclusions are true for all k . We assume the lemma holds for 1 <

m < M, and all k . Then

DM+x(r-k(x,y,z)) = D(DMrk(x,y,z)).

The last derivative will act on one of the T(M ,k) terms in the expression

for D r~ . In doing so it can (by the product rule) replace that one term

by F(M, k) others, each of which (by the chain rule) has at most F(M, k) +

k factors. Thus, T(M + I ,k) < T(M ,k) ■ F(M ,k) and F(M + I ,k) <
F(M ,k) + k. Since F( 1 , k) = k and F( 1 , k) = 1, the estimates on T(m , k)

and F(m ,k) follow.

The remaining claims in the lemma follow if we note that when we differen-

tiate a factor like (D r) o r~J, we generate factors of the same form, but with

different values of / and j . Also, by the chain rule, such a differentiation will

increase the number of factors of the form Dr~x , and produce at most one

more factor not of this form (unless when j = 0, in which case it can reduce

the number of factors of Dr~  , but by no more than one).

The proof of Lemma 5.2 now follows easily

ii r\m   —kit ^      ,,mnm(l +0)
\\D  r    ||c„w<m!/c  B      ^¿m    .

Here the factor of m\km bounds the number of terms in the expression for

Dmr~   ,B  = sup =2     m \Tj7r~ ||c0(ß ., so  Bm   bounds the contribution of

terms not of the form Dr~ . Finally, each factor of Dr~ is bounded by

(1 +5)/v/A5, by Lemma 5.3. Defining Cm = m\Bm(l + ô)~m yields Lemma

5.2.

Remark. Analytic regularity of the solutions when the data are analytic is very

easy to obtain because it suffices to check that ^X \\Ror~ || is summable when

the norm is the supremum of the functions in a complex extension of B¡.. This

is the same computation to establish (5.10) when m = 0.

Remark. The solution of (5.10) is not unique. One can readily construct other

solutions by iterating relation (5.10) backwards.

Nevertheless, the solution G we constructed is unique among the functions

that tend to zero faster than ||x||2+1/10° .

In effect, if G satisfies (5.10) then

G(x) = R(x)+ XG(r'x(x))

= R(x) + XR(r~ X(x)) + X2G(r'2x)

N
-k,   ,,   .   ,V+1„,  -ZV+1.¿2rR(r(x))+XN+xG(r~"+x)).

k=0

If G(x) = 0(||x||3_l/26) the last term goes to zero using Lemma 5.3.
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Conversely, using the bounds in the first part of Lemma 5.3 one can easily

check that G(x) = 0(||x|| ~ ) since it is C°° , the two first derivatives should

vanish, so that G(x) = 0(||x||3).

The fact that Gt(x) vanishes up to high order for all t guarantees that the

isotopy generated is tangent to the identity (as we will see, this result is also

true for the full equation with variable A).

Even if it is not necessary for the purpose of establishing the main theorem

of this paper, we will now prove a strengthening of Lemma 5.1 which can be

useful in other contexts.

Lemma 5.5. If Rt,rt are C°° families of functions and diffeomorphisms satisfy-

ing the hypothesis of Lemma 5.1, the solutions constructed in this lemma, depend

on the parameter in a C°° fashion.

Proof of Lemma 5.5. Just as before, it suffices to show that

E^Ks)"*.'^) < 00

C°(BC)

for all m.

The proof will follow along the same lines as before but it is slightly more

delicate since the derivatives with respect to parameters propagate in a more

complicated fashion than the chain rule.

In the following lemmas Cm will denote constants independent of k, which

can be chosen uniformly for a Cm ball of rt 's Rt.

Unless otherwise specified all norms are in the sense of C°(BA and the

hypothesis of Lemma 5.5 will be assumed.

Lemma 5.6.

(rt )

(rt )

/  ~kx
(rt    )

<C(l+S)kX 3k/2

<Cm(l+ô)kX k

<C(l+S)kX k'2

(',
-*,

<c„ i>3.

The proof is very simple if we recall that Rt(0) = 0 hence (d/dt)mRt(0) = 0

and similarly for DRt ,D Rt so that Rt(x) is cubic in x.

Lemma 5.7.   \\[(d/dt)mr;x](r;k)\\ < CJl + J)^"* .

Proof of Lemma 5.7. r~'(0) = 0 and Dr~l(0) = cp~x so that (d/dt)mr;x(0) =

0 and D(d/dt)mr~x(0) = 0, and it suffices to take Cm equal to a bound on

the second derivative of [d/dt]mr~x .
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Lemma 5.8.   \\(d/dt)mr;k\\ < CJk + l)2m(l +ô)mX~k'2.

Proof of Lemma 5.8. By applying the elementary rules of differentiation we

can write down (d/dt)mr~    as a sum of T(m ,k) terms each one of them

containing not more than F(m,k) factors of the form (D'(d/dtyr~x)(r~')

and 0< I <k, 0< i+j < m.

The reasoning is pretty much as in the previous case. The main difference

is that the number of terms grows much faster. In effect the derivative of an

elementary factor with respect to t is not just a product of factors but, rather,

it contains (/ + 1) terms, each one corresponding to one of the t 's appearing.

So, when we take an extra derivative, the number of terms grows because of

the application of the product rule but also because each one of the elementary

factors gives rise to extra terms.

Hence, T(m+ 1 ,k) < (k + l)F(m ,k)T(m ,k).

The maximum number of factors of a term grows as before:

F(w + 1 ,k) <(k+ l) + F(m,k).

Hence we have that

F(m,k)<m(k+l),       T(m ,k) <(k + l)2mm\.

To finish the proof of the lemma it is convenient to add a counting device

which we call "weight". The weight of a term is the weight of its elementary

factors and the weight of elementary factors of the form (D(d/dt)mr~x) o r~

is 1, the weight of ((d/dt)mr~ )°r~   is / and that of other elementary factors

is zero.

We observe that, when we take the derivative of one term it gives rise to

several terms all of which have greater or equal weight.

We also observe that the number of factors of weight zero in the terms of a

derivative is at most one more than the numbers of factors of weight zero in

the original term. Hence, the number of factors of weight zero in each of the

terms of (d/dt) rt     is at most m .

Finally, observe that, if we call Bm = supÍJ<m\\D'(d/dt)Jr~x\\c0 then, we

can bound all the factors of weight zero by Bm, also, we can bound all the
_i /y

factors of positive weight by [(l+ô)X      ] weight.

Since the weight of the first derivative is k and it increases, it follows

that each one of the terms in the «zth derivative can be bounded by

B™[(s + S)X~xf2]k (using the bounds discussed before for each of the factors

and the fact that a term does not have more than m factors of weight zero).

The bounds of the lemma follow by multiplying the bounds for each term by

the number of terms.

Proving Lemma 5.5 out of the lemmas we have established is now very simple.

We just expand (d/dt)m(Rt o r~k) without attempting to expand (d/dt)'r~k .

Each one of the terms has an exponential bound but the reasoning is different

for each one of the cases of Lemma 5.6.
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All that remains to complete the proof of our Main Lemma is to show how

we can reduce equation (5.8) to (5.9).

We begin with

(5.12)

Define a function ipt implicitly by

Rl-Gt + (X{lr)Gt)or;X=0.

-i

(5.13) A-or; f V, ° rt

We show below that xp  is well defined, nonzero on some neighborhood of the

origin, and smooth. Inserting (5.13) into (5.8) gives

R. Gt + X
{fr^'Uo

or

(VtRt)-(iptGt) + x\VtGt)or;x=0.

Defining y/tRt = R¡ and iptGt = Gt, this is equivalent to (5.9). Thus, we are

done if we can construct y/t with the stated properties. First divide (5.13) by

A0, and then take logarithms of both sides of the equation to obtain

(5.14)

If we define

^ = k>g

log[y,ort   ] - log w, = log
i (0    - n
k\ ort

,{r)   -i

(which is defined at least on

some neighborhood of the identity)

and Y{ = log^ (5.14) becomes

(5.15) Vt + Yt-Ytor;l^0,

another cohomology equation but simpler since there is no extra factor A ! If we

recall that rf is tangent to cp at the origin we readily find that X\r) (0,0,0) = Xo.

Thus the Taylor series for Vt at the origin begins with linear terms or higher.

From a very similar discussion to the one establishing Lemma 5.1, we know

that
oo

(5.16) Yt = Y,Vt°r7k
fc=0

will solve (5.15) if we can show that the right-hand side converges. But then,

exponentiating Y we get a nonzero ipt as desired.

The proof of convergence and smoothness of Y( is similar but much simpler

than the proof of Lemma 5.1.
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Lemma 5.2 is unchanged and the only thing we need to show convergence is

the Faa-di Bruno formula and uniform bounds for the derivatives of V.

Since all these bounds are uniform in a Cm ball, we automatically get con-

tinuous dependence on parameters.

We get, as claimed, a continuous family of C°° functions solving the coho-

mology equation and each one of the functions is zero up to cubic order.

This proves the Main Lemma.

We just remark that it is possible to get C°° dependence on parameters for

the second—easy—cohomology equation so that it is possible to get smooth

dependence on parameters for the full cohomology equation equivalent to con-

jugation.

Remark. The equation we were aiming to solve in the Main Lemma is a conju-

gacy equation and it would have been very natural to study it using Zehnder's

theorem [Z].

One advantage of such an approach is that it only requires solvability of the

cohomology equation at one diffeomorphism. Our method requires solvability

in a neighborhood and continuous dependence of the solution on parameters.

The method presented here has the advantage that we do not need that the

estimates be "tame".

In the problem considered here, both methods would have been applicable

but, in [BLW] we consider a cohomology equation with solutions that do not

satisfy tame estimates. In contrast, for the small divisor problems considered

in [Z] our method is not quite applicable but Zehnder's works perfectly.

One slight complication in the application of Zehnder's method to the prob-

lems considered here is that the expansiveness of the map causes a mismatch of

domains and the iterative procedure involves also choices of domains. Coping

with such a problem—it is done e.g. in [Z2]—is well understood.

Appendix A

Theorem. The abelianisation //1(Diff~(R2"+1 ,co ,0)7) of the group

Diff~(R2"+1,o>,0),

is isomorphic to the multiplicative group R+ .

Proof. Denote by G the group Diff^°(R2n+1 ,co ,0), and by G. its subgroup

formed by those elements which are tangent to the identity at the origin. Ac-

cording to §2, it is enough to show that G„ = [G , GJ .

Let \p G G, ; we may assume \p is as close to the identity as we wish, without

loss of generality. (Indeed let \pt G Gt be an isotopy from ip to the identity in

G., then \p = >p0 o • • • o ipN_x with xpi = y/{N_i)/N • ^'_(;+1))/W which can be

made as small as we want by taking N large enough.)

The main result of this paper asserts that on a sufficiently small neighborhood

U' of the origin there is a contact diffeomorphism u fixing 0 and tangent to

the identity there, such that ip = [cpx , u] on a neighborhood U c U' of the
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origin. Here cpx is some contact homothety and u may be assumed to have a

compact support in U'. The diffeomorphism a = \p -[cpk, u]~ is supported

outside the neighborhood U of the origin.

A verbatim repetition of the arguments of [BP and P], which are the contact

version of those of McDuff [MD], show that o can be written as a product of

2 commutators: o = [a, ,/?,]• [a2 ,ß2] where /?, e Gt are supported outside

a small ball about the origin and a( e G are conjugate in G to some contact

homothety. (In fact, that a is supported away from the origin even facilitates

the argument at p. 47 in [BP], where in our case, p0 will be simply a contact

homothety.)

Hence a e [G, GJ and therefore ip G [G, GJ.   D
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